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About This Game

Do you love the feeling of retro shoot-em up arcade style games? Do you remember arcade classics like Tempest, Beam rider
and Gyruss? and most importantly, do you love Sci-Fi? If the answer to any of those questions is yes then Temporal Storm X is

the game made just for you.

Temporal Storm X - Hyperspace Dream hearkens back to the days of retro arcade gaming we loved in the 1980's. It's slick
neon style and pumping retro futuristic soundtrack bring the classic 1980's to the current day. TS-HD-X is the non-vr version of

this game, specifically re-balanced for a more traditional game play experience.

Game-play is based around high pressure, ever increasing waves of enemies, missiles, plasma bolts, lasers and bombs sent down
warp tunnels who's geometry gets more and more complex as the game progresses. You only get one life to make it through the
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temporal storm, so this is no game for those of low skill. The core design is built around a combination of button mashing and
timed bomb bursts to get the most out of your score and to not only defeat the storm but to be the best at doing it.

Can you make it to the Top 10 in the world?
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Title: Temporal Storm X: Hyperspace Dream
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crystalmesh Studios
Publisher:
Crystalmesh Studios
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 2.5GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 660

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Creative assembly saying they won’t stop catering to less than 1% of the fanbase (despite the wishes of the majority) because, it
fits in with their political agenda is fine with us – if that’s their reason, we’d rather not purchase their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ SJW games
anyway. They will learn like battlefield developers did.. im not seeing the dlc pop up on my game. One of the absolute best
introductions into Virtual Reality and my top recommendation for the first game to play (aside form the steamvr tutorial). Waltz
of the Wizard offers a LOT of experimental mechanics for exploring the VR realm to really showcase just how much you can
do. If I was to list off every single detail of what you can do in this game, I'd run out of space in the review box. So I'll keep it
simple.

The graphics of the game are excellent. Everything has a great texture, design, and coloration. Despite the really great quality, it
runs at a very optimal level on a less than optimal graphics card. Very little issue with framerate.

You can truly explore the realm like no other. Make spells, play games, play instruments, and even go on adventures outside of
the tower that REALLY change things up. There's at least a hundred interactive objects that all do something different and
secrets to be found in every corner of the game.

The game also allows for a lot of adjustment. Plenty of options to try and get the hang of the VR world. Try different motion
methods, explore your space, and just enjoy yourself without any true objectives.. Time to unlearn everything I've practiced
from playing shoot-em-ups. ASTRO PORT, you brilliant minds, this stuff is too wacky for our baboon brains.

This sort of innovation is why I love the shmup genre. Short'n'sweet little titles like this overflow with a single ambition for
players to discover, explore, train, and master over the course of a couple hours. ZANGEKI WARP is an ingeniously-clever
challenge to any side-scrolling shmup fan.. Download the Demo play the Demo and then want more . This is one of the best
early dev games I have played , I like the crafting a change from the usuall and easy to understand . Graphics are good for early
dev , plenty to craft , maps are filled with caves to explore all in all it is worth buying and supporting the devs.

17\/10\/18

over 3 yrs since I wrote my review and not a lot has been done to the game in 3 yrs so unless you really want to support the Dev
then I would not buy this game untill and if it is ever finished. Game Information

Island Tribe is a Strategy game that was developed by Realore Studios and published by
Qumaron.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio
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I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a time strategy game, where careful planning is required, due to limited amount of resources that are available.

There are three different difficulty game modes to choose from: Normal; Multi-task; Relaxed. The difference between these
difficulty game modes are: Timer Speed and Scoring. The normal mode, the timer speed and scoring is low. The multi-task mode,
the timer speed and scoring are moderately high. The relaxed mode, the timer speed is frozen and scoring is moderately high.

There are three different chapters with thirty level in total. All levels can be replayed for better scoring and star rating.

All levels has three star rating system. The stars are earned from playing the game. The star rating system represents how fast the
levels has been completed. Three Stars (Gold;) Two Stars (Silver;) One Star (Bronze.) There is an opportunity to replay levels for
better star rating.

There are several different special power ups to help complete the level faster. These special bonus power ups comes with a time
limit. But they can be used again after they have been recharged overtime.

There are twenty-three sets different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does
come with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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Took me 53min to solve all levels.
It's a really nice game and for that price it's recommendable!
Just have fun :D. I love that type of games, but... If there aren'r any player online to play with... this game make the same
function than a rock on the road, nothing. The developers should add a single player. If not... this game will be forgotten. This is
a super neat little game. It's short and redundant, but I had a lot of fun playing it. I got it in a humble bundle, I'm not sure if I
would pay full price for it. If it's on sale I'd definitely recommend it.. Another game I first got the chance to play on my trusty
old cellphone.

As you would expect, it plays much better on PC than the mobile version, and while it still is minimalistic and short, you can
still face one heck of a challenge as you keep playing through all the levels.

Hope to see more from the devs soon too!. If you're into otome\/visual novel games, then this is definitely something for you!
It's has a nice, cute and teaseful short story with two different branches (human and neko form) which both have their unique
twists and personalities.

If you are looking for a relaxing short game (+ maybe gain some easy achivements) then look no further and grab this game! nya
~
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